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AP Language & Composition: Summer Assignment for 2019-2020 
 

 Read The Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell  
 The PDF link is below and/or purchase a copy so you can annotate as your read  
 You will need to take structured notes of your reading in order to successfully 

participate in a series of Socratic Seminars that will take place at the beginning of 
the school year  

 Additionally, I will be collecting these notes the first week of school (this will be 
your first grade of the year) 

 These structured notes called Dialectical Notes or DNs  
 DNs track your personal responses to the text as you read which prepares you to 

analyze the text and explain your analysis using text evidence 
 You will do three (3) DNs per chapter  
 One (1) of each of these DNs for each chapter: 

o Key Line [KL] - What are the most important quotes, facts, or lines, in the 
reading? What line sticks out to you? What line will you remember?  

o Author’s Craft [AUTH] - What literary/rhetorical devices does the author 
use to make his point and what effect(s) do they have on the reader?  

o Connection [CONN] - What connection occurred to you in this reading? 
When reading, did it remind you of something else? Maybe another book 
you read, movie, TV show, something that happened to you or someone 
you know. Connect to yourself, another text, and/or the world. 

Instructions: You can write or type your DNs, as long as you follow the criteria below. I 

recommend a two-column set up. Use the example below as your model. 

Column #1 
 
Record the chapter #, the DN type, & the 
line/passage you’ve selected. Include the page 
number so you can find it again. MLA format (see 
example below) 

Column #2 
 
What does this line/passage really mean (in other 
words, analyze it)? Why is this line/passage 
interesting and/or important? It should be 
a multiple sentence comment (see example 
below). 

Chapter 1, KL (Key Line) 
 
“Let’s pretend this is a quote. As you read, notice 
when you have a reaction to the text, to the 
characters, to the situation, or to the language of 
how it’s written. Stop and do a DN. Write the 
sentence/passage down and cite the page 

number right after, like this” (23).  

Following my instructions is important because 
you will be taking dialectical notes all year, for 
every book we read. Additionally, you will need to 
support your argument/s (claim/s)and analysis in 
the Socratic Seminars using specific text 
evidence. Every assignment must be in MLA 
format. I can also ascertain your work ethic and 
commitment to your studies. Consider this a first 
impression. 

 
Link to book: 
https://1.cdn.edl.io/yeDNUzxNZi8D02CILAUXb1PnzexgjXOeU0QJF0k7zVufFvRd.pdf 
 
Email me at  marvis@collierschools.com if you have any questions. See you soon! 
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